MOOCs promised to herald a new age of open education. However, efficient access to MOOC content is still hard, thus unnecessarily complicating many use cases like efficient re-use of material, or tailored access for life-long learning scenarios. One of the reasons for this lack of accessibility is the shortage of meaningful semantic metadata describing MOOC content and the resulting learning experience. In this paper, we explore Concept Focus, a new type of meta-data for describing a perceptual facet of modern video-based MOOCs, capturing how focused a learning resource is topic-wise, which is often an indicator of clarity and understandability. We provide the theoretical foundations of Concept Focus and outline a methodical workflow of how to automatically compute it for MOOC lectures. Furthermore, we show that the learners' consumption behavior is correlated with a MOOC lecture's Concept Focus, thus underlining that this type of meta-data is indeed relevant for user-centric querying, personalizing or even designing the MOOC experience. For showing this, we performed an extensive study with real-life MOOCs and 12,849 learners over the duration of three months.
Introduction
Reusing and sharing teaching material is considered a central societal challenge by several policy makers. Despite continuously advancing open education policies [25] , the vision of easy and personalizable access to open educational resources has still not been realized. To a large extent, this can be attributed to the lack of semantic capabilities of current courseware platforms: with access to only shallow system-centric meta-data (e.g. video length, authors names, publication date), these platforms are mostly degraded to be simplistic repositories for storing and serving learning resources. As a result, such platforms are often lacking in usability [29] , and rarely take advantage of emerging technologies as for example intelligent digital assistants or conversational interfaces [27] . In this paper, we advocate for the availability of semantic meta-data for educational resources. In contrast to system-centric meta-data, semantic meta-data -e.g. didactic intent, perceived difficulty, required expertise, or educational quality -describes the expected learning experience that a MOOC student might have with a given learning resource. This type of meta-data is generally hard to obtain as it either relies on subjective user-feedback, or needs to be indirectly approximated from the actual learning content. While some standards implicitly, introduce such meta-data types (e.g. LOM [6] -Learning Object Meta-data -covers "semantic density" or "difficulty"), it is usually not specified how such meta-data is defined, nor how it can be obtained from learning resources.
The main goal of this paper is to introduce the notion of Concept Focus, a measure of semantic relatedness of all concepts expressed in a learning resource. We set up a large-scale study on 3 MOOCs that engaged more than 12 K learners over the duration of three months. We show that Concept Focus, while describing an intrinsic property of the learning resource, is also closely related to learner behavior patterns that are usually associated with difficulty or obstacles in the learning process. This can allow future work to use Concept Focus as a lever for learning personalization, e.g. steering certain types of learners towards content with high or low focus based on their personalities and learning goals. In summary, our original contributions include: -The theoretical foundations for Concept Focus, a novel meta-data type capturing a relevant aspect of the learning experience of a MOOC video. -The design space for methods that automatically obtain Concept Focus scores of a given MOOC video in a unsupervised fashion. -The analysis of 3 real-life MOOC courses featuring 67 videos and 12,849 enrolled learners. We show that Concept Focus is a characterizing property of video scripts, describing their topical depth or width. We also report the presence of a significant correlation between Concept Focus scores and behavioral patterns indicating learning difficulties, e.g. video watching behaviour, quiz scores, and number of forum questions.
Concept Focus: Foundation and Implementation
Educational resources have been described by a multitude of different meta-data types, e.g. the IEEE LOM standard [7] includes a variety of different meta-data types, which can roughly be categorized into 9 groups. Most of these groups describe a learning object from a system-centric point of view: for example, general meta-data (e.g., id, title, language), technical aspects (e.g. length or size of videos), life-cycle (e.g., name of authors, version numbers), copyright, and usage restrictions. Only few types of meta-data actually cover the content itself: for instance, LOM group "classification" describes topic and keywords. Only one group of meta-data in LOM ("educational") is dedicated to learners and their actual learning experience, with information about interactivity, difficulty or semantic density. This is analogous to other educational meta-data standards, as for example Ariadne [9] . Additionally, also bottom up approaches employing folksonomy techniques have emerged [4] , with educational meta-data related to topical depth and didactic purpose being of central importance there.
This educational meta-data has been shown to be very beneficial for personalization and querying (especially data on difficulty, interactivity and density [22] ), and its effectiveness even increases when combined with content-related meta-data [1] . Despite this fact, educational meta-data is rarely used in real-life MOOC systems. This can be attributed to the fact that it is expensive to obtain, and usually either expert judgments or crowd-sourcing needs to be employed to this end [22] . Furthermore, in [8] , it has been shown that for effective personalization, more semantically deeper types (like learning styles or content properties) are beneficial, as they would allow for more meaningful similarity measurements between learning resources [8] for recommendations and explorative queries. Also Concept Focus could be used to that end, allowing to distinguish broader lectures from topically narrower ones.
Intuition
We define Concept Focus as a measure of semantic relatedness of all concepts expressed in a learning resource (e.g. a recorded lecture, or a script). Intuitively, Concept Focus characterizes how strongly a learning resource focuses on a specific topic: Concept Focus is high when the concepts of a resource share topical affinity -e.g., a lecture on natural language processing, which discusses a technique like "word embeddings" is implemented, mentioning only related NLP techniques and mathematical concepts.
We will test in our evaluation the hypothesis that learning material covering different topics, possibly loosely related, lead to learning difficulties. Even in cases where low Concept Focus does not always lead to confusion and learning problems (as it might also characterize material giving summaries or overviews), we argue that it is in either case a valuable meta-data field to be considered by an educational personalizing information system, as we will show, it drives behaviours similar to the ones of meta-data that are harder to obtain, as for example clarity or difficulty. Concept Focus can be computed automatically by relying on a combination of NLP and information extraction techniques, thus overcoming the aforementioned limitation of prohibitively high costs of crowdsourcing or expert feedback. In short, Concept Focus can be realized as follows:
1. Extract all concepts (i.e., filtered named entities) from the textual representation of a given learning object. 2. Measure the Semantic Relatedness of a given concept in the learning resource, w.r.t. all other concepts in the same resource. 3. Calculate the Concept Focus of a resource, as a function of the semantic relatedness of all the concepts therein contained. Intuitively, if all concepts are semantically closely related, the Concept Focus focus of the resource is high; or low, otherwise.
Concept Extraction
In the following, we discuss how to extract concepts from videos, or more precisely the textual scripts of lecture videos. Arguably, the most important educational material in MOOCs are the videos, as they are the principal mean for content delivery. They are therefore our main object of analysis. Due to their interactivity, videos have the additional benefit of enabling in-video interaction analysis (i.e. users click actions such as pauses, replaying, etc.) to observe and assess the learning status of the students (e.g. difficulty in understanding the content) [15] . We exploit this fact in our evaluation.
Formally, a concept c can be defined as a k-gram that represents ideas and entities expressed in the video transcript text (e.g. "machine learning", "stock price index") [24] . Automatic concept extraction from text has received much attention in the past decade [3, [18] [19] [20] 26] , and thus there exist a number of publicly available concept extractor tools, relying on techniques such as termfrequency analysis [26] , co-occurrence graph [20] , etc. Extracting concepts from MOOCs content is, however, a challenging task due to the low-frequency problem [23] : MOOCs videos are relatively short documents and due to the small number of words, statistical techniques (e.g. co-occurence) are not applicable. To cater for such limitations, we employ an ensemble approach, running a battery of concept extractor tools on a video's script, and extracting all the concepts contained in it. We adopt:
-TF-IDF 1 : A well-know Information Retrieval technique, used to rank candidate concepts based on their tf-idf (term frequency -inverse document frequency) in the corpus. -TextRank [20] : A technique that extracts concepts by ranking them according to their co-occurrence graph. -TopicRank [3] : An extension of Textrank. A graph-based concept extraction approach which relies on a topical representation of the text. -KPMiner [10] : A simple technique, which employs a set of heuristic rules (e.g. length of the concept, position in the sentence) to extract concepts from the text. -Rake [26] : Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction is able to identify concepts by relying on the term frequency, term degree, and ratio of degree to frequency. -TextRazor 2 : A text analysis API that returns detected entities, possibly decorated with links to the DBpedia or Freebase knowledge bases.
As a next step, we merge all the concepts individually extracted from each tool, filtering stopwords (e.g. something, anything, etc.) and concepts coming from "common" English language (e.g., "events", "data") that could be found in Wordnet. We retain only concepts that have been detected by the majority of the extractor tools (i.e. 4 out of 6) to filter out irrelevant concepts (e.g. "six months", "new stories"). Intuitively, a concept will be considered as a correct concept if it has been harvested by different combinations of concept extraction tools [5] . By merging all concepts extracted from a given video scripts v, we obtain a final list of Candidate Concepts concepts(v) = {c 1 , ..., c N }.
Concept Focus
Concept Focus relies on measuring and aggregating the semantic relatedness of concepts contained in a lecture transcript: the higher the semantic relatedness between all concepts, the higher the focus of the lecture. While there can be many implementations for capturing semantic relatedness, previous studies [17] have shown that word embeddings [21] perform this task particularly well by e.g. measuring the cosine similarity of the word embedding vectors. We exploit Wikipedia to learn the word embedding representation of each concept. We first extract English articles from the latest publicly available Wikipedia dump 3 . Next, we built an embedding lexicon based on fastText [2] . FastText embeds each term (uni-gram and bi-gram) of a large document corpus into low-dimensional vector space (100 dimensions in our case) and overcomes the problem of out-ofvocabulary words by representing each word as a bag of character n-grams.
We adopt a typical measure of semantic relatedness SR(c 1 , c 2 ), that is computed between two specific concepts c 1 and c 2 by measuring the cosine similarity of their word embedding vectors [17] .
In addition, we now also introduce the semantic relatedness SR(c, v) between a concept c and all other concepts contained in a video transcript v. We also value the relatedness to the title of a video. For instance in a video v about "Propensity score matching" 4 , concepts such as propensity score, p-value and paired t-test will get a higher semantic relatedness measure with respect to v, while a concept like heart catheterization is less related within v.
We define SR(c, v) for a concept c and a MOOC video transcript v as follows:
SR is a value in [0, 1], where 1 represents the maximum relatedness that a concept can have in a video. Consequently, the Concept Focus of a given lecture video v can be defined as the average concept relatedness of each concept in v within the context of v, i.e.:
CF is also in [0, 1], where 1 is the highest Concept Focus value.
Evaluation
This section reports the results of an extensive study on real-life MOOCs, to showcase and discuss our new Concept Focus meta-data. We organize the study around the following research questions: We investigate the learners video watching behavior, quiz performance, and discussion behavior in relation to the Concept Focus of their consumed learning material.
Dataset Description
We analyze the log traces of learners collected from three MOOCs in edX 5 : itemize DA Data Analysis: Visualization and Dashboard Design, IWC Introduction to Water and Climate, IWT Introduction to Water Treatment. We selected these 3 MOOCs for the following reasons: (1) they feature comparable amount of videos, and engaged students; (2) they cover a variety of topics; and (3) the scripts of their videos, and the interaction data for the engaged students are available. Table 1 summarizes the main properties of the selected MOOCs. We consider only engaged learners, i.e. learners that watched at least one video for more than 15 s. Interaction data is collected through click log traces. We analyzed in total 9, 899, 369 log trace records of 12, 849 learners. Statistics of the MOOC and learners are summarized in Table 1 . 
Properties of MOOCs.
To answer RQ1, we study the relation between the following features of videos in a MOOC, and their Concept Focus:
-VD -Video Duration: the length of a video, expressed in seconds.
-VL -Average Video Length: the average number of words in the video scripts of the given MOOC. created by the learner after having interaction with a video. Here we consider posts created within 15 min from the last interaction with a video. Table 2 summarizes the properties of the video scripts part of our analysis, including the number of unique concepts extracted from the MOOCs, the average, median and standard deviation number of concepts extracted from their videos, as well as the length of the videos in terms of the number of words.
RQ1: Video Properties Vs. Concept Focus
Here we consider extracted concepts that were also present in Wikipedia, and for which a vector representation exists. Notably, 98% of the candidate concepts extracted from the concept extraction phase have a vector representation in our corpus. Figure 1 shows samples of extracted concepts organized in word clouds, where the size of the concept is proportional to their Semantic Relatedness (SR) score.
DA videos, compared to IWC and IWT, feature on average 60% less concepts, and half the number of words per video. The standard deviation is proportionally higher, thus showing more variability within the course. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the Concept Focus for all the videos of the three MOOCs. The average Concept Focus for the courses are respectively 0.29 for DA, 0.26 for IWT, and 0.19 for IWC. An example of IWC video with low focus score (CF = 0.16) is the lecture "Urban Engineering" 6 , which includes a rather diverse concepts such as "cloaca maxima", "city wall", or "permeable pavements". The lecture belongs to introductory course on Water Climate, a subject that is bound to embrace several topics. The "Solver" lecture in the DA course 7 is an example of very focused video (CF = 0.36), including concepts such as "data table", "excel sheet", or "spreadsheet". This is also expected, as the lecture is exclusively about an Excel plug-in program called "Solver". Figure 3 shows the relation between the length of the video (in terms of words) and the Concept Focus for each MOOC. Intuitively, one would argue that the longer the text of the video script, the higher the number of concepts contained in it, thus the lower Concept Focus. Indeed, this is not necessarily the case. We can find a moderate significant positive correlation only for videos in the IWC course ( Fig. 3c : ρ = −0.59, p − value : 0.0069). However, as shown in Fig. 4 , videos with higher number of concepts do have lower concepts focus, but only for the DA course a moderate significant negative correlation could be found ( Fig. 4a : ρ = −0.60, p − value : 0.01). These results show that Concept Focus is a lecture-specific property that is not biased by the length of a video or by the sheer number of concepts contained in it. Arguably, this is a desirable properties for a content-centric meta-data. Finally, we study if the position of a video in a MOOC can be related to Concept Focus. Courses might feature different progression and organization of subject, with introductory lecture in the beginning (low Concept Focus) and specialized lectures later on (high Concept Focus). As shown in Fig. 5 , the three courses feature very different teaching profiles. Despite the lack of statistically significant relation with Concept Focus, we can see how DA, for instance, starts with two very focused videos while, over time, lectures show consistent variations of Concept Focus scores. In IWT and IWC, on the other hand, the first lecture has low Concept Focus, and there is less variations in score across lectures, roughly remaining the same. 
RQ2: Learning Behaviour Vs. Concept Focus
We first study how the length of a video is related to the behaviour of learners, Fig. 6 summarizes the Spearman correlation between all measures as a heatmap. The Video Duration VD is obviously highly correlated with the learners Watching Time VT. The longer learners spends time watching videos, the higher the amount of video interactions such as FS (# Forward Seek ), SU (# Speed Up) and SD (# Speed Down). We believe that the high WT is not associated with learning difficulty, as we observe a negative correlation between WT and BS, and positive correlation with SD which are indicators of higher level of difficulty [16] . Table 3 . Spearman correlation ρ between Concept Focus and learners behavioural features for all the videos in the dataset. NFP -# New Forum Posts −0.25* Table 3 reports the measured Spearman correlation between the learners behaviour metrics and Concept Focus of the corresponding videos. Concept Focus is significantly correlated with NWT, BS, SU, SD, and NFP. We observe a moderate positive correlation between the amount of time learners spent watching video lectures and the number of times they seek backward -i.e., in the videos with higher Concept Focus, learners watch the video for a longer time and are more likely to re-watch parts of them. This observation aligns with the previous study [28] were the authors showed that difficulty correlates negatively with dwelling time (i.e. time students spend watching a video). We interpret this result as a sign of students disengaging with videos having lower focus i.e. that cover a wider range of concepts. A similar result can be found in [12] where it has been shown that many students stop engaging with a courses (e.g. watching the videos) when they haven't enough knowledge to understand the context.
We also observe a weak negative correlation with the number of new forum post -i.e., after watching videos with lower Concept Focus, learners are more likely to post in the forum. This can be an indicator of having difficulty understanding the concepts in video scripts with low focus. The number of times the learner speed up and down the video have also a significant moderate negative correlation with the Concept Focus -i.e., in the videos with higher Concept Focus, learners continue watching the video without changing the speed of the video, possibly a sign of well-designed content progression. Finally we do not observe any statistically significant correlations between the final grade of the students and the Concept Focus.
The box plots in Fig. 7 Altogether, these results show that Concept Focus is indeed a measure that relates to user-centric properties of videos, giving insights into potential engagement of learners, types of content, or potential learning problems.
Related Work
A growing body of literature has examined different attributes (e.g. video length [11] , interface characteristics [13] , video textual complexity [28], displaying the instructor's face to video instruction [14] ) of MOOC videos and their effect on learners' dwelling time [15, 16, 28] or dropout [11] .
Recently, several studies focused on the in-video interactions analysis (e.g. measuring the number of pauses, skipping, re-watching) to measure the level of the perceived video difficulty [15, 16] and to model students learning behaviour [28] . The existing research capitalize on the relationship between the user and the content to measure the perceived video difficulty. We still have a limited understanding about the intrinsic properties of the text (i.e. without the interpretation of the users) that make a MOOC video clear for the students. Our work is inspired by [28] , where the researchers focused on the textual analysis (e.g. word and sentence length, frequency of words, etc.) of the video scripts and showed the effect of video complexity on the users video interaction (i.e. dwelling time and rate of the learners). However, the properties of the concepts (i.e. k-grams that represent ideas and entities expressed in the text such as: machine learning, stock price index, etc.) used in the text and the semantic relation between them are not well understood to characterize the lecture clarity and understandability. Thus, in this paper we focus on analyzing the content of MOOC videos to obtain their concept focus topic-wise, which is often an indicator of clarity and understandability of a lecture.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced Concept Focus, a novel type of meta-data capturing an aspect of a user's learning experience when interacting with learning content in an online MOOC platform. Concept Focus describes how focused a learning resource is w.r.t. a restricted set of topics. It can be used to semantically characterize a learning resource (as for example an in-depth explanations vs. a general overview), but might also be an indicator for potential learning challenges. In contrast to other meta-data types, we show that Concept Focus can be computed fully automatically by relying on a combination of natural language processing and information extraction techniques, thus avoiding the common detriment of having to rely on costly crowd-sourcing or experts. We believe Concept Focus can play a role as part of the feature set of more elaborate methods for automatically deriving meta-data on teaching methods or learning styles.
We conducted an extensive study covering three real-life MOOCs with 67 videos on the edX MOOC platform. We show that Concept Focus is a property that does not depend on video length, it is lecture-specific, and it characterizes the organization of a MOOC. By analyzing the activity logs of 12, 849 learners, we investigated their video watching behavior, quiz performance, and discussion behavior in relation to the concept focus of their consumed learning material. Furthermore, we investigated properties of learning material like video length or number of contained concepts. The analysis indicates a correlation between low Concept Focus, and behaviors which are associated with learning difficulties.
While these results are supported by general intuition and previous findings, our study is limited to three MOOCs. Additional studies are therefore necessary to better understand the relationship between this novel meta-data, and behavioural properties of learners.
